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Policy & Planning

Report lays out funding options for Minnesota roads
To ensure that future needs are met, government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels need to
work together to secure funding for transportation improvements. This complex process is made all the
more difficult by constant changes in the policy landscape and the continual evolution of technology.

Researchers at the Hubert Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs have completed a new report on the
history and potential future of transportation funding in Minnesota. The report by Zhirong (Jerry) Zhao,
Kirti Vardhan Das, and Carol Becker updates an earlier study on the same topic to reflect the
implications of changes in state law enacted in 2008. The report reviews the complex history of state
transportation funding and looks to the future for potential policy issues.

Both Minnesota’s transportation system and the legislative framework governing its maintenance and
expansion have evolved in the face of transportation challenges over the state’s history. An example of

this evolution is the passage in 2008 of Minnesota Laws Chapter 152. The new law addressed the need for improvements to the state’s extensive
bridge network by establishing a bridge improvement program; in so doing, it also affected the mechanisms available for funding transportation
improvements statewide.

The new report examines the history of federal, state, and local transportation funding efforts in Minnesota, discussing a variety of mechanisms used
to fund projects. The authors identify several policy issues that affect transportation funding and suggest areas where future research may be able to
help understand transportation funding issues.

In preparing their report, the researchers took a thematic approach. The first section analyzes funding on the basis of funding sources, highlighting
changes at all levels of government that have led to the present funding structure. In the second section, the researchers analyze funding for
different types of transportation projects, including highways, transit systems, and local roads; they also examine differences in funding according to
location, distinguishing between the seven-county Twin Cities metropolitan area and greater Minnesota. The final section of the report, drawing on
findings of the current study and other recent research projects, suggests possible funding mechanisms for future transportation projects.

The present transportation funding system faces several challenges, as changes in the way people use the transportation system affect the amount
of revenue available from motor vehicle fuel and excise taxes, vehicle sales tax, and registration fees. The researchers outline several scenarios for
future revenue from these sources and their implications for funding.

In addition to vehicle taxes, the report also deals with alternative methods of securing financing to cover the value of transportation projects,
including user fees and “value capture” mechanisms directed at developers and property owners. Zhao was a principal investigator in the Value
Capture for Transportation Finance study led by CTS.

Funding Surface Transportation in Minnesota: Past, Present, and Prospects (CTS 10-02) is available on the CTS Web site.

Intelligent Transportation Systems

Smarter snowplows: U researchers enhance automated sanding and salting system for plows
Original article by Rick Moore, UMNews



A friction-measuring wheel is
installed beneath a snowplow.

Researchers at the University of Minnesota are working on a method to make the  sanding and salting of
roads more efficient and cost-effective, which could benefit all Minnesotans. The University is enhancing
technology that helps snowplows determine exactly where slippery patches are and to target those specific
areas with their sand-and-salt mixtures.

Automating the application of sand and salt yields several benefits, according to researcher Rajesh
Rajamani, a professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering who helped develop the technology
along with colleagues Lee Alexander and Gurkan Erdogan. For one, it will be helpful to identify areas that
tend to become slippery, and by using GPS technology, the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(Mn/DOT) could create a database of problematic areas. The research is funded by Mn/DOT.

A sensor system is attached to a wheel near the front axle of the snowplow, and when the sensor filters out
the vibration “noise” and detects a loss of friction, it sends a signal to the sand-spreading equipment. A
mere fourth of a second later—about the time it takes the applicator to arrive at the ice—the sand begins to
fly.

The technology will also make things easier for plow drivers, who face enough challenges as it is.

“The snowplow driver has to use the blade, clear the snow on the road, and drive in very bad conditions,” Rajamani says. “Just driving and plowing
the snow is a lot of work. By not having the driver also control the applicator and decide when to sand and when not to sand and what the rate of
sanding should be, you’re reducing the burden on the driver.”

This smarter snowplow also stands to save a lot of sand and salt. Estimates suggest that Minnesota uses more than 200 pounds of sand and salt per
person each winter, says Alexander, a research fellow who has worked with Rajamani on the technology for about five years. “It’s just as important
to know when to turn the sand off,” Alexander says.

Even if the final embodiment of the relatively inexpensive sensor equipment is slightly different from what’s being tested, the researchers are
confident it can be street- and highway-ready soon.

“We are hoping that this technology will be evaluated by MnDOT supervisors and snowplow drivers on two or three snowplows during the next year,”
says Rajamani.

Watch a short video of a friction sensor-equipped snowplow in action. More information on the project is available on the ITS Institute Web site.

Transportation Safety

Cost-benefit analysis of crash prevention strategies
University of Minnesota researchers have completed a cost-benefit analysis of safety systems intended to
prevent road departure crashes on curves and tangential road sections. The safety systems evaluated
included traditional treatments such as road geometry modifications and rumble strips as well as new
technology-based systems such as radar-based curve speed warnings and in-vehicle driver assistive
devices.

Intelligent Vehicles Lab director Craig Shankwitz led the study, which also included graduate student
Jaswandi Pitale and collaborators Howard Preston and Michael Barry of consulting engineers CH2M
Hill. The research was supported by the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

The study was divided into two parts: first, an analysis of a sample set of curves and tangential road
sections, focusing on the effects of road geometry, shoulder design, and safety treatments, was

completed by CH2M Hill; second, the University of Minnesota researchers evaluated traditional safety treatments used on road sections against new
technology-based safety systems.

Technology-based systems studied in the research included both infrastructure-based systems and in-vehicle systems. The benefit-cost analysis
looked at each system’s effectiveness (its ability to reduce crashes, based on before-after crash rates or analogies to existing technologies),
exposure (in terms of market penetration), cost-effectiveness, and the system’s ability to contribute to Minnesota’s Toward Zero Deaths program
goal of eliminating traffic-related fatalities.

Results from the study highlight the effectiveness of curve flattening, which is among the most expensive safety treatments. Static curve warning
signs appear to provide a high cost-benefit ratio, but the researchers caution that a high percentage of curves studied were already equipped with
static warnings and that these intersections were nonetheless characterized by high crash and fatality rates. Augmenting static crash warnings with
additional countermeasures such as rumble strips or pavement chevrons can reduce crashes further.

The researchers note that every situation and road segment is different, and that engineers need to evaluate them separately to find the most
cost-effective approach to preventing crashes. Based on their findings, the researchers’ final report offers policy issues for consideration related to
horizontal curves and paved shoulders.

Benefit:Cost Analysis of In-Vehicle Technologies and Infrastructure Modifications as a Means to Prevent Crashes along Curves and Shoulders
(Mn/DOT 2009-39) is available on the CTS Web site.

Transit,  Bicyling, and Walking

TCRP research publications available online
The federal Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP), administered by the Transportation Research Board, provides practical transit research to
address technical and operational issues. TCRP emphasizes putting research results into the hands of organizations and individuals that can use them
to solve problems.

Recent TCRP publications include:

Guidebook for Rural Demand-Response Transportation: Measuring, Assessing, and Improving Performance (TCRP Report 136)

Assessment of Hybrid-Electric Transit Bus Technology (TCRP Report 132)



Researchers attach a vibration-
generating electric motor to a timber
bridge under construction

Synthesis of Information Related to Transit Problems: 2010 (TCRP Research Results Digest 94)

Transportation Infrastructure

Wooden bridges get high-tech inspections
Urbanites accustomed to driving on reinforced concrete viaducts may be surprised to learn that timber
bridges continue to serve as vital transportation links in many rural areas. In areas where traffic volumes
are low, timber construction offers an economical and aesthetically pleasing construction option. More
than 50,000 timber bridges are estimated to be in service across the United States today, with roughly
4,000 in Minnesota.

Researchers at the Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI) at the University of Minnesota – Duluth
recently completed a project  that explored new techniques to improve the ability of bridge inspectors to
detect deterioration or damage in timber bridges. The research was led by NRRI director Brian
Brashaw,  and included Robert Vatalaro, Xiping Wang, Matthew Verreaux, and Kevin Sarvela. The
research was sponsored by the Minnesota Local Road Research Board. 

Currently, most inspections of timber bridges are limited to visual inspection of bridge components,
according to the researchers. But while this approach is suitable for detecting advanced decay or heavy
damage, visual inspection alone may not detect early stages of deterioration, or problems located within
the bridge members. And because visual inspection is time consuming, bridges may not be inspected
frequently enough to detect damage in time for easy repair.

Advanced nondestructive inspection techniques such as vibration testing may improve bridge health monitoring and thereby extend the service life of
timber bridges.

In this project, the researchers focused on bridges using dowel-laminated construction. These bridges, in which timbers are tied together with metal
dowels, have structural integrity in two dimensions. Testing was conducted on a bridge prior to, during, and after construction; field tests were also
conducted on a dozen similar bridges around the state.

The researchers also developed a new system to automate the bridge testing process. Controlled by a laptop computer, the system automatically
determines the bridge’s natural vibration frequency, conducts tests, and reports the results. The new system proved to be an effective tool for forced
vibration testing; however, the researchers note in their final report that additional measurement tools and techniques must be developed to make
vibration testing an accurate and reliable method of assessing structural performance. 

Development of Flexural Vibration Inspection Techniques to Rapidly Assess the Structural Health of Rural Bridge Systems: Phase II (Mn/DOT
2009-40) is available from the CTS Web site.

Upcoming Events

March 2
Transportation Career Expo, 4:30–7:15 p.m., Coffman Memorial Union, East Bank Campus

March 9
ITS Minnesota Annual Meeting, 7:30 a.m.–3:00 p.m., Continuing Education and Conference Center, Saint Paul Campus

April 20-21
Symposium on Mileage-Based User Fees: Moving Forward, Minneapolis, MN

April 20-21
Spring Maintenance Expo, St. Cloud Civic Center, St Cloud MN

April 22
ITS Institute Spring Seminar with Vern Ellingstad from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), 3:30–4:30 p.m., 1130 Mechanical
Engineering

April 27-28
2010 CTS Annual Transportation Research Conference, RiverCentre, St Paul MN


